Unit 7 Revision

1 Vocabulary journey adjectives
Complete the adjectives with vowels (a, e, i, o or u). Then write their opposites.
1  d__ng__ys  ____________
2  d___f__lt  ____________
3  f__t  ____________
4  l__ng  ____________

2 Vocabulary journey, travel or trip?
Complete the sentences with journey, travel or trip.
1  My _______ to work each day is fast now that we have a good bus service.
2  How did your business _______ to Seattle go?
3  Every year many animals _______ long distances to find food and water.
4  We went on a train _______ to Vienna.
5  Do you prefer to _______ by plane or train?
6  How long did the _______ take?

3 Vocabulary online writing
Complete the text about a travel blog.
Carl Farrel is a ____________ for a travel ____________. He travels a lot for work and he writes interesting _______ about his journeys. He often ____________ videos of the places he visits. He asks readers to contact him on his ____________ to ask a question about his trips or to leave a _______ on his articles.

4 Vocabulary revision
Answer the questions.
1  What adjective describes a meal you really enjoyed? ____________
2  If you fly in a plane, what do you do in a boat? ____________
3  What preposition is missing in this phrase: travel _______ train?
4  How do you ask about a trip? ____________

5 Grammar past simple: negatives and questions
Write the negative (–) or question form (?) of the sentences.
1  He went to London last week. (–)
   __________________________________________________________________________
2  They bought a new car. (?)
   __________________________________________________________________________
3  She travelled by train. (–)
   __________________________________________________________________________
4  The pilots had a good map of Europe. (?)
   __________________________________________________________________________
5  I wrote a post about the journey. (–)
   __________________________________________________________________________
6  Doctor Lee enjoyed her trip. (?)
   __________________________________________________________________________
6 Grammar comparative adjectives

Write comparative sentences. Use suitable adjectives.

1. a plane journey / a train journey
   *A plane journey is faster than a train journey.*

2. healthy food / junk food

3. a city break / a beach holiday

4. cricket / football

5. shopping online / shopping in town

6. cities / the countryside

7 Grammar superlative adjectives

Write superlative questions using the prompts. Then answer them so they are true for you.

1. what / interesting job to do?
   *What is the most interesting job to do?*

2. where / dangerous place on Earth?

3. who / good film actor these days?

4. what / expensive object / you buy last year?

5. who / rich person in your country?